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Step into the spotlightStep into the spotlight2 3



Dramatic and fulfilling
— outside and inside

With its dramatic styling, exhilarating performance and cutting-edge functionality,
the next-generation evolution of Corolla DNA will exceed your high expectations.

Its many attractions will send your spirits soaring.

Dramatic and fulfilling
— outside and inside

With its dramatic styling, exhilarating performance and cutting-edge functionality,
the next-generation evolution of Corolla DNA will exceed your high expectations.

Its many attractions will send your spirits soaring.
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Note: Please inquire at your local dealer for details on the availability of features.



Spirited evolution
The fresh inspired styling, with its bold presence and advanced proportions

heightening the beauty of the unique edgy form,
presents a highly individual and challenging face to the world.
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Engage your senses
The bold and dramatic attractions of the crisp horizontal layout

and a focus on quality of the dynamic form, together with thoughtful features,
engage you and feed your driving pleasure.

Engage your senses
The bold and dramatic attractions of the crisp horizontal layout

and a focus on quality of the dynamic form, together with thoughtful features,
engage you and feed your driving pleasure. Audio system: It features a radio and CD player 

feeding 4 or 6 speakers, to enjoy superb sound in 
every seat.

Air conditioning system: The high-efficiency 
system combines powerful cooling performance with 
low energy consumption, contributing to excellent fuel 
efficiency.Note: Please inquire at your local dealer for details on the availability of features.
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Your enjoyment of the spacious cabin created
by the innovative packaging is deepened by your pleasure

in the refined comfort and discreet details. The abundant storage spaces
also enhance your enjoyment in various driving scenarios.

The refreshing feeling of exceptional comfortThe refreshing feeling of exceptional comfort
Your enjoyment of the spacious cabin created

by the innovative packaging is deepened by your pleasure
in the refined comfort and discreet details. The abundant storage spaces

also enhance your enjoyment in various driving scenarios.



At once edgy and enticing, the dynamic linesAt once edgy and enticing, the dynamic lines
and wide-set stance project a powerful energy, actively stating your driving intentions.and wide-set stance project a powerful energy, actively stating your driving intentions.

Strong individuality intensifies
the desire to drive

Strong individuality intensifies
the desire to drive

At once edgy and enticing, the dynamic linesAt once edgy and enticing, the dynamic lines
and wide-set stance project a powerful energy, actively stating your driving intentions.and wide-set stance project a powerful energy, actively stating your driving intentions.
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An inspiring combination of agile, sporty, very responsiveAn inspiring combination of agile, sporty, very responsive
performance and superb fuel efficiency delivers smooth,performance and superb fuel efficiency delivers smooth,

stable and effortless driving. Your excitement and spontaneousstable and effortless driving. Your excitement and spontaneous
smiles will grow with every drive.smiles will grow with every drive.

The relaxing environment sparksThe relaxing environment sparks
spontaneous exhilarationspontaneous exhilaration

The relaxing environment sparks
spontaneous exhilaration

An inspiring combination of agile, sporty, very responsiveAn inspiring combination of agile, sporty, very responsive
performance and superb fuel efficiency delivers smooth,performance and superb fuel efficiency delivers smooth,

stable and effortless driving. Your excitement and spontaneousstable and effortless driving. Your excitement and spontaneous
smiles will grow with every drive.smiles will grow with every drive.

Note: Please inquire at your local dealer for details on the availability of features.

Suspension: Optimizing various 
suspension components, together with 
the sure braking performance, helps 
realize excellent stability, control and 
ride comfort.

16V 1.6-liter (1ZR-FE)

90kW/6000rpm (SAE net)
154Nm/5200rpm (SAE net)

Engine /4 Super ECT: The compact, lightweight engine harnesses advanced technologies 
to deliver exhilarating performance and outstanding fuel economy. A super intelligent 4-speed 
automatic transmission (4 Super ECT) provides excellent response and smooth shift feeling. It 
features uphill/downhill shift control which automatically selects a suitable gear when 
driving uphill or downhill.*

* ECT: Electronic Controlled Transmission.
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Headlamps: They not only add a feeling of luxury with 
their stylish design, but also distribute light in a long wide 
pattern, contributing to excellent visibility at night.

Savor the pleasure of driving
with peace of mind

Enhancing your driving enjoyment, the reassurance of advanced active
and passive safety features helps you to relax and enjoy every drive.

Crash safety body: It is comprised of a high integrity cabin with front and rear crumple 
zones that help absorb impact energy in a collision. It also incorporates a compatibility concept 
that pursued the coexistence of vehicles of different weight and height in a collision.
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Airbags: To help reduce the impact to occupants in a collision, the Corolla 
is equipped with SRS driver airbag and SRS front passenger airbag.*

* The SRS (Supplemental Restraint System) airbags are supplemental 
devices to be used with the seatbelts. The driver and all passengers in the 
vehicle must wear their seatbelts properly at all times. Never install a 
rear-facing CRS (Child Restraint System) on the front passenger’s seat. For a 
forward-facing CRS, it is recommended you use it in the rear seats. For 
details on these and other important safety features, be sure to read the 
Owner’s Manual carefully.

Note: Please inquire at your local dealer for details on the availability of features.



Ivory (Fabric) Gray (Fabric)

Interior Colors

                   16V 1.6-liter (1ZR-FE)

                   XLi

Transmission   4-speed automatic 6-speed manual

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

Overall length x width x height mm 4620 x 1775 x 1475

Wheelbase  mm 2700

Tread Front/Rear mm 1525/1535

Ground clearance  mm 145

Curb weight  kg 1235-1250

Gross vehicle weight  kg 1610-1625

CHASSIS

Suspension
 Front  MacPherson struts (L-shaped lower arms, gas-filled shock absorbers with a stabilizer bar)

 Rear  Torsion beam (Toe correct bushing-type, gas-filled shock absorbers with a stabilizer bar)

Brakes Front/Rear  Ventilated discs/Discs

Minimum turning radius (Tires) m   5.4

Fuel tank capacity  liters 55

Tires   195/65R15

ENGINE   16V 1.6-liter (1ZR-FE)

Type   4-cyl. In-line Twin Cam 16-valve with Dual VVT-i*

Piston displacement  cc 1598

Max. output (SAE net)  kW/rpm 90/6000

Max. torque (SAE net)  Nm/rpm 154/5200

Fuel system   Electronic Fuel Injection

• Addition of extra features may change figures in this chart.  • Toyota Motor Corporation reserves the right to alter any details of specifications and equipment without notice. Details of specifications and equipment are also subject to change to suit local conditions and 
requirements. Please inquire at your local dealer for details of any such changes that might be required for your area. Note: Vehicles pictured and specifications detailed in this catalog may vary from models and equipment available in your area.  • Vehicle body color might 
differ slightly from the printed photos in this catalog.

SPECIFICATIONS

4620mm1775mm

2700mm1525mm 1535mm

1475mm

1918

* VVT-i: Variable Valve Timing-intelligent.

Red Mica Metallic <3R3> Dark Brown Mica Metallic <4U3> True Blue Mica Metallic <8W1>

Super White II <040> Silver Metallic <1D4> Gray Metallic <1F9> Attitude Black Mica <218>

Exterior Colors
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